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ON THE TWENTY-NINTH QUESTION OF ALLEN SHIELDS

JOSEPH G. STAMPFLI

Abstract. Not every hyponormal weighted shift is the sum of a subnormal

weighted shift (in the same basis) and a trace class operator.

In [1, p. 117] Allen Shields raises the following question (#29): Is every

hyponormal weighted shift the sum of a subnormal weighted shift and a trace

class operator? (Both shifts are defined with respect to the same basis.) We

will show that the answer is no. Indeed there exists a hyponormal weighted

shift which is not the sum of a subnormal weighted shift and an operator of

Schatten /7-class for any p where 1 < p < 2. We would conjecture that the

restriction onp in the previous statement is unnecessary.

We will adhere to the notation from [1]. Thus, if [e„] is an orthonormal

basis for the Hilbert space H, then the operator T defined by Te„ = anen+x

for 77 = 1, 2, . . . is a weighted shift with weights {a„}. For such an operator

Tthe/7-norm is

r I1//-oo

imi,= 2 k'
[ «=i

Lemma. Let S be a subnormal weighted shift with weights [an] where the an's

are positive, cn = a2 and lim„ »oo0« = !• Tnen

<-j + 2 —    C:
7+1 CJ

1  +
CJ

(9+1  - Cj)

for j < n. If

(1) d/2 <(cn-ck)<d<{- forj < k< N,

(2)(cn+x-c„)<d2/4,and

(3) c, > 4/5,
then

aN-ar<[(aJ+l-aj)/2dy«-»d.

Proof. The first relation is derived from the necessary condition I of

Theorem 4 of [2]. As in the proof of Theorem 5 in that paper, we are led to

the following variant of equation (6) of [2]:
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Cn+X   >  Cj+X  + CjCj+i

Cj + 2        9+1

c;j_, - c.

1    1 1
CJV+i     V

which is valid for / < n. The (weaker) first inequality now follows easily from

this. To obtain the second inequality, we substitute in the first one to obtain

cJ+2 - Cj+l < (1 + 2d)(cJ+x - Cj).

Thus

cN - Cj 2 (Ck+x~ck)<(cj+x-cJ)^J(l+2d)k
k=j k=0

< {Cj+\7 Cj) 0 + 2df'J< {Cj+\~ Cj) <*»-*».Id 2d

To complete the proof we need only observe that cN — Cj = a„ — a2 and

similarly for cJ+, - c¡.

The example. First we give a rough description of our hyponormal

weighted shift. It will have a long string of constant weights, then jump up to

a new level where again there will be a long string of constant weights and so

on. We will refer to the value of these long strings of constant weights as

levels. Thus the value of all weights at the Arth level will be lk.

Let

Set

and set

y = 2 n '(log«)"
n = 2

k-X

lk = J'1 2 «"'(log«)"2    for k > 3
n = 2

dk = lk + x-lk = y-xk-x(\ogky

We set /, = l2 = 0 and dx = d2 = 1. At the kth level our shift will have all

weights equal to lk, and the length of the string or number of weights at the

kth level will be 3<^~ ' (the fact that this last number is not an integer should

disturb no one). The weighted shift we have just defined is clearly hyponor-

mal of norm 1. Let us call this operator T, and say its weights are {b„}. Thus

lim„_>00¿>„ = 1. We wish to show that F is not the sum of any subnormal

weighted shift and an operator of Schatten /?-class for 1 < p < 2.

The strategy of attack is the following. Let S be a subnormal weighted shift

with weights {a„}. If the weights [a„) fit closely to the {b„} at the &th level (k

odd) then they must miss badly at the (k + l)st level. In other words the

string of constant weights has been chosen long enough so that our putative

subnormal weighted shift must have two adjacent weights very close together

at the middle of a level, but short enough so that, given these two adjacent

weights, by our Lemma the weights cannot have climbed sufficiently close to
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the next level by the time we reach that next string to allow a cp perturbation.

A crucial link in the proof depends on the convergence of the series 2<4

versus the divergence of "Zd£~ ' for 1 < p < 2.

To implement our strategy we now look carefully at the kin level which we

divide into 3 equal parts each of length dk ' as follows.

K p       q        r       s

We assume k is so large that lk > 5/6.

Claim. We may assume the weights of S satisfy the inequality lk - dk\0~%

< an < lk + dk\0~s for q < n < r. We use the constant 10"8 at all levels.

For if not, say ar > lk + I0~sdk. Then an - b„ > dk\0~s for r < n < s and,

since s - r = dk, the contribution to the/7-norm of T - S from the kth level

alone is lO"8^-1. Since 2<#-1 = co for 1 < p < 2 we would be done.

Thus we may assume that \lk - a„\ < \Q~%dk for q < n < r. Since in this

case ar - aq < 2- 10~8t4, there must exist a/' between q and r such that

(aJ+x - ûj) < 2- I0~sdk. Applying the same argument to the weights at the

(k + l)st level we see that there must exist a weight a„ in the middle third of

that level such that

an+x-a„<2- 10"X2+I.

We now consider n,j and k fixed and apply the Lemma. Note that

cn+i - c„ < 2(an+x - an) < 4 ■ l0-"d2+x

and

cj+x - Cj < 2(aj+x - aj) < 4 ■ 10"8^2.

Moreover,

c„ - Cj < 2(a„ - aj) < 3dk.

Thus if we set d = 3dk then

cn+l-cn<4-\0-*d2+l<d2<d2/4.

We now apply the Lemma with d = 3dkto obtain

1      108    6(4

If we now take N — j = 3dk~x then

dk       .o     dk

1     3 ■ 108 3

But the last inequality implies that bm — am> dk/2 for every weight am in the

first part of the string at the (k + l)st level, where this first part contains at

least dk x terms. Thus in this case, the contribution to the /»-norm of T — S

from the terms at the (k + l)st level must exceed 2~pdg~x.

To summarize, in the two cases considered we have shown that the k and
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(k + l)st levels considered jointly must contribute a term to the />-norm of

T — S of magnitude constant • d£~ '. Since 'Edg ~ ' = co for 1 < p < 2 we are

finished.
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